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NEWS BUSINESS
RACE FOR NEW IOEAS

University students to battle it out in MK-Africa’s SDG contest
VICTOR AMADALA / MK-Africa yesterday

commodities review
ALY KHAN SATCHU

New history starts
now

T

he events that took place on Friday at the truce
village of Panmunjom and during the Inter-Korean
Summit were breathtaking for the Hollywood
Optics. The opening shot of Kim Jong Un
surrounded by a Phalanx of North Korean Officials [later
replayed as chairman Kim sat in his presidential vehicle
surrounded by his Ninja bodyguards] was almost as good
as the opening Sequence in PT Anderson’s boogie nights
[Steadicam operator Andy Shuttleworth].
This was cinema of the highest level which is no surprise
when You consider that Kim Jong-Il the Father was
obsessed with cinema and amassed arguably the world’s
largest personal film collection: over 20,000 bootlegged
35mm screening copies. Kim Jong-Il also had a penchant
for Hennessy Paradis cognac and for two years in the
mid-1990s, he was the world’s largest buyer of Hennessy
Paradis cognac, importing up to $800,000 of the stuff
a year. Kim Jong-Il began his career as the head of the
state’s propaganda and agitation department and its clear
that Kim Jong-Un’s sister Kim Yo Jong who holds the same
role and evidently handles all the optics, is a chip off the old
Block. Friday was tip-top geopolitical optics. Mike Pompeo,
the newly minted US Secretary of State [His predecessor
was fired via Twitter] had visited Pyongyang the previous
week and pronounced; that the young North Korean
leader was “a smart guy who’s doing his homework”
Marwan Bishara was a little jaded by the optics and
tweeted ‘’When pictures are the news and symbols are
the facts, cliches become truths and media turns into
propaganda or BS’’.
‘’For now, we are short on facts long on images and
hence any perspective is likely to be speculative. Globally,
we are being played in a ‘game of nations’ which could
produce more of the same or different ...’’
The smartness of the young chairman Kim was also
seen in his ‘’impromptu’’ move where Kim had Moon cross
into North Korea, a request which was apparently spur of
the moment, impossible to refuse but evidently planned.
It’s been a whiplash period, however.
Only in September last year, North Korea was in its
‘’Rocketman’’ Phase, firing rockets all over.
“But it is a curve each of them feels, unmistakably. It
is the parabola. They must have guessed, once or twice
-guessed and refused to believe -that everything, always,
collectively, had been moving toward that purified shape
latent in the sky, that shape of no surprise, no second
chance, no return.’’ [Delillo describing the Trajectory of
a a rocket with the serial number “00000” in his book
Gravity’s Rainbow].
And here we are now; The message Kim Jong-un left
on the guestbook: “A new history starts now. An age of
peace, from the starting point of history.” This Handshake
Business has become a Malcolm Gladwell-like virus.
Moon asked Kim when he would be able to go to
the North, and Kim said “do you want to come now?,”
according to South Korea’s presidential spokesperson
Yoon Young-chan.
Question remains as follows. Kim Jong-Un can
hardly forget what happened to Saddam Hussein and
Muammar Gaddafi, both of whom met their ends after
being de-fanged. So my Question remains, what security
guarantees can Trump provide to Kim? that convince
him to denuclearise. Offering up bullet-proof security
guarantees is the equivalent of threading the needle.
Dollar strength of late has been sapping support for
Safe Haven Assets like Gold and the Yen. In the Event that
Geopolitical tensions continue to ebb, we should see both
safe-haven assets drift lower. The South Korean KOSPI
INDEX is +1.01% in 2018 and has room to run higher on a
‘’peace-dividend’’ rally. The issue is now what happens
with Iran where the US President is seemingly determined
to upend an agreement he probably has not even read.

launched the Kenyatta University
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
club through its #MyLittleBigThing initiative
that seeks to promote youth awareness,
understanding and implementation of SDGs
at national level.
The marketing consultancy will work with
the State Department of Planning to launch
similar clubs in all universities countyrwide.
During the launch, Vision 2030 director
general Julius Muia said it is critical for youths
to be involved implementation of SDGs.

“Kenya’s adoption of the SDGs has created
space for the conception of innovative
solutions to address the needs and
aspirations of young people. It is fundamental
to mainstream youth-led engagements at
national level,” he said.
MK-Africa chief executive Muthoni
Kanyana said the initiative will help
universities to start and strengthen their
engagement with the SDGs by building
internal capacity and ownership of the
SDGs, identifying priorities, opportunities
and gaps and monitoring, evaluating and

communicating their actions.
The clubs are part of MK-Africa’s
Sustainability Innovation Challenge, a
partnership between the company and
the Cambridge University Sustainability
Leadership Institute in South Africa.
It is inspired by Nobel Laureate’s
Wangari Maathai’s ‘little thing’ initiative,
a call to planting trees and aims to inspire
young graduates to come up with ideas
that are commercially viable. It calls for
undergraduate university students to submit
sustainability business ideas.

MIXED FORTUNES IN THE MARKET

Total investors smile,
Uchumi cry as NSE gains
Global markets tightened and became more volatile as the destabilising
potential of US inflationary pressure increased
VICTOR AMADALA
@ItsAmadala

The NSE shook off the “wait and
see” mood in Q4/2017 to rally Sh300
billion more in market capitalization, with investors’ money growing
69.8 per cent to Sh61.15 billion in
Q1/2018.
According to Capital Market
Soundness Report Q1/2018 released
on Friday, NSE’s capitalization grew
11.7 per cent to Sh2.8 trillion up from
Sh2.52 trillion in the last quarter of
2017
NSE turnover equity grew 65
per cent year to year considering
Sh37.06 billion was realized in
Q1/2017. Moreover, capitalization
grew 48.7 per cent during the quarter from Sh1.89 trillion in the corresponding quarter last year to Sh2.8
trillion
CMA director of regulatory policy
and strategy Luke Ombara said 2018
looks promising as market turbulence ebbs away
‘’Globally, capital markets registered strong performance in the
early part of Q1/2018. As the quarter
progressed however, global markets
tightened and became more volatile
as the destabilizing potential of US
inflationary pressure increased. Domestically, the market stabilized as it
sought to shake off the wait and see
sentiments from a prolonged electioneering period,’’ said Ombara
Equity turnover grew to Sh61.15
billion during the quarter from
Sh36.02 billion, with investors in
Total, Unga Group, Equity Bank and

Barclays Bank Kenya growing their
portifolios by over 30 per cent
Recently, Total Kenya announced
it will take up 25 per cent of Turkana
oilfields, and also committed to the
construction of the Lokichar - Lamu
crude oil pipeline.
Equity Bank’s share on the other
hand grew on the back of aggressive marketing of its online money
transfer platform Equitel that saw
transaction volumes grow by 11 per
cent
Even so, shareholders in Uchumi,
Kenya Airways and ARM cement
went home in tears during the quar-

ter as their investments dropped by
over 36 per cent.
Uchumi’s share traded at Sh2.45
in the first quarter down from
Sh4.60 in Q4/2017 representing a
46.7 per cent drop. The struggling
retailer did not declare dividends
after it announcing a pretax loss of
Sh895 million in 2017, compared to
Sh547 million the previous year
Kenya Airways share dropped
from a high of Sh17.15 in the previous quarter to Sh10.85. It might
bounce back in September when
the much-awaited direct flights to
the United States start.

NSE staff trading
shares at the
Nairobi Security
Exchange
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